AUFs Visitor
Bayne To Talk On Mid-East
E. A. Bayne, this year's first American Universities Field Staff visitor to the Caltech campus, will complete his campus visit next Wednesday after a week and a half here.

An expert on Iran, Iraq, and Israel, Bayne has talked to several classes in addition to faculty and student meetings and civic organizations.

Third Caltech Visit
This is Bayne's third visit to Caltech. In five years, the total time he has been in AUFs. Prior to his AUFs service, he had a varied career, including newspaper work, Rockefeller Foundation duties, and work as a loan consultant for the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in the Middle East.

American Universities Field Staff is an organization of 11 American universities which provides its member institutions with experts on countries not well known to American college students. Founded soon after the war, AUFs has kept its membership to 11 colleges, feeling that no important extension is visualized.

During his remaining time on campus, Bayne will speak to the Economics 100 class and dine with the faculty tomorrow.

On Tuesday, he will speak to History 5 and 121 classes, and will have lunch with the staff.

He will complete his campus visit Wednesday with a lunch with the Geology Club.

Give Balanced Views
Bayne tells to give his audiences a balanced view of the economic, political and social situations in Iran, Iraq, and Israel.

He is describing the political situation in Iran from World War II until the present, and the effects of American policy and Point IV in that country. He speaks on the building of Israel, and its economic development and foreign policy. He will also describe Italy today, the development of Southern Italy and Italy's foreign policy, social programs and social progress.

BOD Revamps Honor Ratings
In accordance with the suggestions of Dean Comom, a new policy has been adopted by the BOD for the awarding of honor keys.

A standard application form will be used by all men applying either for an honor key or a house certificate. This application will include space to list every activity in which an individual is engaged, and a short space for a description of his contributions to each activity.

Past System Not Fair
The past system of using the points as enumerated in the Little T will not be used as a guide since it does not evaluate all activities fairly.

All house presidents and members of the Board of Directors will have application forms available for their use, and will be instructed in applying for honor keys and certificates.

Applications will be due to the House Point Director, via Dave Spencer, ASCIT Business Manager (5 box in Fleming) before Monday night, Feb. 2, at 7:30.

No Late Applications
"Because of difficulties which have arisen in the past, there will be no applications accepted after this Monday night limit is established. This date has been chosen in order to permit the committee to weigh the merits of each individual candidate with more care than has been exercised in the past.

EPC Stages Phys-Ed Poll
The student Educational Policies Committee will conduct a poll tomorrow to determine the prevailing student body attitude towards the physical education program, according to John Everitt, EPC. Chairman.

At the present time, the faculty EPC and the student EPC are both endeavoring to improve the P.E. system and are looking for ways in which the P.E. program can be improved.

Given Tomorrow
The poll will be given in the student houses and in Throop Club tomorrow during the lunch hour. All off-campus students are urged to participate in the poll. They may do so in Throop Club during the lunch hour.

Proposals being considered at this time include instruction in various sports, regularly scheduled P.E. classes, and more variety in the sports offered.

"The results of this poll will bear directly on the P.E. program in the future, so each question on the poll should be given your most serious consideration," Everitt said.

Student House Social Life Planned With Loving Care
Student social life swung into second term in high gear as House Social Chairmen announced this week many interesting social events for the coming months.

In Blacker House, led by Socialites Lee Hood and Randy Schumus, one of the year's biggest events has been added — the annual snow party. Blacker men, their dates and chaperones

Debaters Hit Big Time
Tech's top two debate teams will demonstrate their forensic skills at the Y. Lenauch Forum in the Athenaeum next Wednesday.

The topic will be this year's national collegiate debate question — Resolved: That further development of nuclear weapons should be prohibited by international agreement.

Debaters Carl Hamilton and Carl Rovainen will take the affirmative and Tech-staffers Roger Noll and Chet Moiler will oppose the proposition.

French Comedy Is First Y Film
The first presentation in the current four-program YMCA film series, Country Girl, will be shown Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in Culbertson. The French comedy is adapted from the Emilie Zola novel and stars Fernandel.

Series tickets can be bought from Mss and the Arts Committee orpawns or at the door for $1.50 and single tickets for 50 cents.

"The terms of this film will represent a departure from previous series, lean toward intellectual and sophisticated experimentation in movies. This format will be continued through the third term's program.
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The leader's quote was: 'In U.S., Conant Proposes Reforms Secondary School System
By Lance Taylor
Dr. James B. Conant closed out a successful campus visit last night as the second guest of the ASCIT Leaders of America program.

The former ambassador to West Germany and Emeritus of Harvard spent much of his time here discussing past, war Germany and the American high school with groups of students.

Conant has just completed a two-year study of the American high school. He presented his findings at a faculty seminar and at a formal talk Monday, as well as in discussion groups in the Y. Lounge and in the Student Union.

Speaking to a packed house in Culbertson Auditorium Monday night, Conant affirmed his belief in the American type of "comprehensive" high school as opposed to "selective," systems which rigidly segregate academically talented students at an early age and "treat them as a group apart from there on."

Conant feels that some American high schools are successful in properly educating all students. He does not believe that all high schools should follow this pattern. He suggests combining the remaining 17,000 students in 10,000 and bringing all students into the same school. The excellence now achieved by the top group of the present large schools.

In the comprehensive schools, he suggests all students take four years of English and four years of social studies and a year of math and science. The (Continued on page 5)

Bauer, Godfrey
Help Plan Union
Mike Godfrey, ASCIT President, and Bill Bauer have been appointed to serve as representatives on a newly-constituted student-faculty committee. The committee, formed to plan the new student union building, soon to be built as part of the Caltech Development Program, is headed by Mr. George W. Green, vice-president of the Institute.

It will be the committee's function to plan the facilities which will be provided for the various campus organizations, and to make recommendations on general design of the building. Bauer is secretary of the Institute.

Mike Godfrey previously served as feature editor of the California Tech. He suspended his editorial job in order to devote his time to the committee.

Mike Miller remains as editor.
The Efron Blossoms As Poet

By Brad Efron

CALTECH ROUSER
(The Goodbye Song)

Hawthorne:
Oh, our hearts were gay and joyful
As we stocked the pot-fall.
Roasting pork and warding off
the sea-shore bear.

If you should have washed a smidgen
Before making love, my pigeon—
Now you’ve gone and left me
pol-stained dundarnings.

Chorus:
Yet the memory still lingers
Of how well you used your fingers.
On the poil, before the corol-
son sea.

So despite your little blunder
It will really be a wonder
If I ever find another love like thee.

French:
Oh, the air was clear and snappy
As we wandered dumb but happy
Through the sin-filled streets of
my Parisian shums.
But you practised too much passion
When you tried your Frenching
fashion—
Now you’ve left me with a set
of calved games.

Chorus:
Yet the memory still lingers
Of how well you used your fingers.
On my gallon Jug of Gallo, ’23.
So despite your little blunder
It will really be a wonder
If I ever find another love like thee.

Afro-Asian:
Oh, I called you my swana
As we practiced co-Nirvana.
Sniffing opium within our lov-
ers’ Lair;
But it would have been more clever
If I ever find another love like thee.

Afro-Asian:
Oh, I called you my swana
As we practiced co-Nirvana.
Sniffing opium within our lov-
ers’ Lair;
But it would have been more clever
If I ever find another love like thee.
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Admission $1.00 Question Period
By Griffen

It's so wonderful to go back home. Back at the old haunts; back with the old gang; back with that wonderful little small-town girls that you left behind in September.

But you have nothing to do. Then one day when things look so black that you wouldn't even mind taking finals over again, you find a little skip of paper stuck in your door with a "Jivaro poison dart." (You read): The Head Shrinker

1 oz. white Lascarli Gold Label
3 oz. Ron Castillo Anejo
4 sprigs fresh mint
2 cans Bugs Bunny punch
3 drops Crema de Amor

Crush the mint in the rum and then add to Bugs Bunny punch. In cans (Careful: do not add punch to rum and leaves). Add the Crema de Amor slowly with tender loving care, stirring with dart. Now for the secret ingredient. Throw the Jivaro meraptan from at least 3 meters. Garnish with fault breccia.

---

Jazz Beat
by Lloyd Kamins

Critic Drags New Sound
Blue Note 5737 featuring: John Coltrane, tenor; Lee Morgan, trump; Curtis Fuller, trombone; Kenny Drew, piano; Paul Chambers, bass; Philly Joe Jones, drums.

John Coltrane is certainly an unusual horn man. He has definitely become, however, one of the greatest forces in contemporary jazz. He is of a new generation of tenors. Instead of shaping his tone and conception after Bird, and instead of following the path set upon long ago by James Moody, Coltrane is far more influenced by Sonny Rollins, who just a few years ago was himself a new star.

Trane's tone is reminiscent of Stitt and Dexter Gordon, but cannot really be ascribed to any individual influence. It simply is the tone by which John Coltrane tries to express himself.

Technically, one might say that Trane's feeling is characterized by angular, jarring phrases, composed of many notes, played at a faster rate than usually heard. He gives the impression that he is striving for something that he cannot quite make, lacking the necessary technique and speed. Trane's sound is hard, piercing, and charged. It is not a pleasant sound, judged by most standards. It is, however, an exciting sound.

PLAYS VICIOUSLY

Coltrane cannot be discussed in terms of technical aspects alone. The most compelling quality of Coltrane's blowing is the emotion that he conveys. It is an all absorbing thing, far above judgment or criticism by ordinary standards. Perhaps Coltrane can be described as an emotion man compared to the Anqy Young Men of England. Certainly he plays viciously. Personally, I envision him more as a wolf than a man. When Trane comes on, I am immediately possessed by a scene from the novel Dracula, in which a putting, menacing wolf pack fights to get into the closed castle. Coltrane is raw, lean but strong. He attacks his music as a wolf would attack a man, cutting, slashing.

As noted above, Coltrane is constantly striving for something that he cannot seem to attain. This unfulfillment produces not a sense of frustration, but an aura of intense desire, of unappeased roots. As I say, listening to Coltrane is an extremely emotional thing. As such, it is quite difficult to describe. The emotion aroused by Coltrane's blowing is perhaps best compared to the fear and fascination aroused by an animal going for its throat.

COLTRANE SUPERB

In this particular record, Coltrane is superb. Moreover, he has first rate support. Lee Morgan is one of the most exciting of the young trumpeters, and is well paired with Trane. Lee's crackling tone by which John Coltrane tries to express himself.

He attacks his music as a wolf would attack a man, cutting, slashing. As noted above, Coltrane is constantly striving for something that he cannot seem to attain. This unfulfillment produces not a sense of frustration, but an aura of intense desire, of unappeased roots. As I say, listening to Coltrane is an extremely emotional thing. As such, it is quite difficult to describe. The emotion aroused by Coltrane's blowing is perhaps best compared to the fear and fascination aroused by an animal going for its throat.

The rhythm section is all a sour horn man could ask for. Jones and Chambers.
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Redlands Downs Cagers

Caltech opened conference play Tuesday night with a 121-74 defeat by Redlands on the Beaver floor. The tall visitors, currently atop the SCIAC standings, were surprised by the scrappy first-half showing that the Beavers put on.

At intermission the score was 46-30 and immediately after halftime Tech narrowed the gap to 46-43. From then on the superior height and experience of the visitors began to tell as they pulled away to a comfortable margin.

Larry Brown, sophomore forward, starting his first contest, topped Tech scorers with 15 points. In the first half. John Stene, playing another steady game, racked up 12 markers.

The Beavers were hampered by the absence of Bill McClure, top rebounder, and were forced to alternate Ron Arps and Len Maley in the center post. The Redlands squad utilized a double post offense to create height and distance. They were able to grab their second confident lead. Occidental, Redlands' initial victim, easily romped over Claremont-Harvey 72-47 in the night's only other conference action.

Following the effects of a month-long lay-off, Caltech's varsity basketball team dropped a pair of exhibition games last weekend.

Last Friday the Beavers came back strong in the second half in losing to UC at Riverside, 68-67. In a previous meeting between the same two teams, the outcome was a lopsided 76-52. The next evening a taller and more experienced Cal Poly quintet handily whipped the Beaveragers, 62-45, on an away court.

McClure Inextracted

With league play starting, Caltech's slim chances were further dimmed by the absence of Center Bill McClure from the lineup due to a foot infection. McClure, at 6-5, is the top boardsman for the small Tech team. Against Riverside a new and relatively untested offense against a one defense was used with some success in a strong finish which saw the Beavers outscore the winners after a 38-25 half-time deficit. A three or four-man weave was run out front generally shaking loose a player for a jump shot at the key or possibly leaving the center free.

Decision Comes Early

A fatal first quarter lapse, due to Tech's lack of defensive coordination, where the victor grabbed a 13-point cushion in the first five minutes of play, all but decided the contest. Dependable All-Handler Hel Holland pumped in 11 points to top the scoring column for Tech with Captain John Stene and McClure following with 10 markers apiece.

For Riverside, Wills hit for 19 points, 11 in the first half. The hosts presented a balanced attack with four starters in double figures.

Cal Poly whipped off a 3:1
time edge and coasted in for the win. Holland and Stene collected 11 points each to lead the scoring. Stene and McClure came away from the game via the foul route. Wesselberg netted 14 tallies for Poly.

Pomona Game Coming Up

Saturday the Tech squad motored to Pomona with good hope that his green but eager bench starters are McClure at center, Maley and Stene at forwards, Holland and either Bill Ripka or Dave Blakemore at guards.

Coach Gene Rock expressed the effects of a month-long lay-off, Caltech's varsity basketball team dropped a pair of exhibition games last weekend.

Ben Burke (left) looks for an open teammate as Captain Dutch Stene and Mel Holland defend in practice game. The Beavers' next test is Saturday night at Pomona.
Swimming Personalities:

Seniors Brown and Owings Head Webbmen

The two men most likely to pare the 1960 swimming team to a Conference Championship have one surprising thing in common — neither had worked out seriously for swimming as a competitive sport before they came to Tech.

Keith Brown, current holder of the school's 50-yard free-style record and captain of the fall water polo team, is looking forward to his third year of competition. Keith started his aquatic accomplishments in high school as a diver, and though not usually pictured in this event, he actually has kept and polished his skills well enough to take third in the conference diving his sophomore year and second last year.

Many-silled Talent

The free-style sprints are still Keith's outstanding events, but his all-around versatility has led Coach Emery to shift him into the backstroke or butterfly when the need arises. In the 50-yard freestyle, hopes are high for a new conference record, since last year, in a close second-place finish, Keith tied the former mark.

Don Owings was last year's winner of the Campbell Swimming Trophy — awarded yearly on the basis of ability, improvement, sportsmanship and moral influence. Don started very well at Tech; in his freshman year he posted the best time in the school for the breaststroke.

National Ranking

Sophomore year he perfected his underwater stroke and brought his times to within the top 15 college swimmers in the country. Junior year, a change in the swimming rules forced Don to swim on the surface, but despite the change he managed to develop a powerful enough stroke to keep him still among the top breaststrokers in the country.

Also last year Don tried the butterfly for the first time and broke the school record. Thereafter he and Bob Blandford alternated in breaking the mark. This year he's worked on his turns and push-offs and has become a much stronger swimmer overall. Determined, as a senior in his last year, to make his records stay for several years, Don has been keying up for the season. If he does as well as expected, there's a very good chance he'll try for the Olympics in 1960.

CONVAIR SAN DIEGO

Join the commercial jet age at Convair-San Diego.

You will contribute your engineering ideas to such projects as the Convair 880 and 800 jet airliners. These commercial programs — with a stable, long-range forecast — are balanced by the P-100, America's fastest and highest-flying jet interceptor; advanced missiles and weapon systems; and space vehicle projects. At Convair-San Diego you will have the opportunity to work professionally as well as academically in an atmosphere widely regarded as the "vigorou engineering climate."

CONVAIR ASTRONAUTICS

Our great new $40 million Convair-Astronautics facility in San Diego was created solely for the purpose of putting America first and farthest into space. Here, in the only plant of its kind in the world, graduates will participate in the program of America's mightiest missile, the Atlas ICBM, now proved in full-range tests. Other programs involve lunar and interplanetary exploration. Many members of our staff are among the world's leading authorities in their fields — distinguished scientists and engineers to direct your career progress. We invite you to learn about your future here.

The University of California at La Jolla will soon add advanced engineering and scientific curricula leading to masters degrees and Ph.D's. Representatives of Convair-San Diego and Convair-Astronautics will be conducting interviews.

For undergraduate and graduate students majoring in AERONAUTICAL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL, CIVIL ENGINEERING Plus graduate students majoring in PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS

at the CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

January 22 and 23

Ask your placement office for an appointment

CONVAIR IS A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
plague Ash Alley, West Chancery, Silmy Toads, Make Jumewine, Wovie Whishbird, Bled Bow, Rave Snapbird, and Pewit Landass have made the long pilgrimage southward to sample the delights of the good things in life, T. J. style. When the dust cleared, our heroine totted up the score. Gained: points galore; lost: Wisebird's goats, smashed in the fierce battle of heat; missing in action: certain irreparable intangibles.

Yex

Scarfresh R. Joule provided some impromptu entertainment for Mooxibroads at seance last weekend. Scuff Joule was sitting in the womb of one Sad­dy Standjera, munching choclo­late whilst inhaling directly from a fool black stogie. Suddenly the inevitable occurs. Joule is propelled rapidly from womb, impressing the assembled multi­tude with tremendous virility of Calwlitch frosh.

CAMPUS BREWS

Philpous Adh Alley, West Chancery, Silmy Toads, Make Jumewine, Wovie Whishbird, Bled Bow, Rave Snapbird, and Pewit Landass have made the long pilgrimage southward to sample the delights of the good things in life, T. J. style. When the dust cleared, our heroine totted up the score. Gained: points galore; lost: Wisebird’s goats, smashed in the fierce heat; missing in action: certain irreparable intangibles.

Yex

Scarfresh R. Joule provided some impromptu entertainment for Mooxibroads at seance last weekend. Scuff Joule was sitting in the womb of one Sad­dy Standjera, munching chocolate whilst inhaling directly from a fool black stogie. Suddenly the inevitable occurs. Joule is propelled rapidly from womb, impressing the assembled multitude with tremendous virility of Calwlitch frosh.

One fine evening, having nothing better to do, Beak concocted a new and wondrous sport to amuse himself and putrify the Bourgeois. He let it be known that he would provide a free shot of juniper jufse for anyone man enough to down it at one gulp. By each eager he-man stepped forward, he was handed a shot of saturated alum solu­tion. Comments heard to filter through puckered lips: “You can’t people enjoy drinking this stuff!” “I think I’ll step out for a shot of water.” “Where’s my toothbrush?” “Ackeshummff.” Beak is proud to be doing his part to curb the rise of in­tox­ication.

Royal Flash

J. Maulsh toddles into Zeta­ville at nearby Adjacent Clay­house to pick up a few hardy specimens for a Cricketts blast famed in song and story. As he makes entrance, random


“Well, as a matter of fact, I’m . . .” “Oh, then you must be J. Blatz.”

“My name is really . . .” “Now I know. It’s J. Groenemuddel, of course.”

“You lose. Guess again.”

“J. Purf! J. Zilch! J. Dranat! J. Potrzebie”

“Wrong again, moans Maulsh, totally wiped out, at least I’m glad I make you think of a ‘J’.”

Check Signals

J. Seagull was wending his weary way home from an ex­hausting Drubnoh revel with date Prudy Gones at his sides. He was in the midst of a caver­nous yawn, when suddenly Gones pipes up with, “What’s the matter with you anyway . . . you hung or somethin’?" Choker Seagull, “Bbblow what has to do with being tired” Conversation degener­ates into mumble of “what I meant was, er, ah uuh . . .”

An invitation to

Engineering and Physical Science Majors

Lockheed Missile Systems Division is systems manager for such major, long-term projects as the Navy Polaris IRBM, Q-5, X-7, Army Kingfisher and other important space, research and development programs. The Division was honored at the first National Missile Industry Conference as “the organization that contributed most in the past year to the development of the art of missiles and astronautics.”

Headquarters for the Division are located at Sunnyvale, California, on the San Francisco Peninsula. Research and Development facilities are in the Stanford Industrial Park in nearby Palo Alto. Other Division locations are at Van Nuys, Santa Cruz, and Santa Maria, California; Cape Canaveral, Florida; Almogordo, New Mexico; and Hawaii. Together, they provide complete facilities with the latest scientific and technical equipment, including one of the most advanced computing centers in the nation. Employee benefits are among the best in the industry.

Graduate Study Program

For those who qualify and desire to continue their education, the Graduate Study Program enables them to obtain advanced degrees at the University of California at Berkeley, or Stanford University, while employed in their chosen fields at Lockheed.

Our college representative will be available on campus for interviews on

JANUARY 22 and 23

For appointment, please see your Placement Director now.